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Syneron & Candela – two extraordinary brands,  
one global leader. 

Syneron has a remarkable ability to innovate the 
newest technologies in aesthetic medicine. 

Candela brings four decades of industry-leading  
scientific expertise.    

Together, these two brands offer “gold standard” 
technologies for advanced aesthetic solutions. 

“This is the first time in over 15  

years that I  fee l  comfortable  

without having to wear makeup  

on my face. All my pigmentation  

problems have disappeared.”

D.E., Canada



How does skin rejuvenation with elōs work?
The combined bi-polar radio frequency and light 
energies of elōs technology precisely and predictably 
target pigmented lesions such as freckles, sun spots 
and age spots. Vascular lesions  such as spider 
vessels and redness from rosacea are also lightened 
and gradually fade.

Is skin rejuvenation with elōs right for me? 
elōs is an effective treatment for most skin types.

When can I expect to see results? 
Gradual and cumulative improvement of skin tone is 
typically achieved in 5 treatment sessions. The total 
number of required treatment sessions depends on 
your skin’s condition. Schedule a consultation to 
establish your personalised treatment schedule.

Does it hurt?
Cooling of the skin surface ensures additional safety 
during treatment. This is a no-downtime procedure. 
Most patients return to normal activities immediately 
after treatment.
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Clinical Results

Effectively and comfortably fade the appearance 

of skin imperfections caused by the sun, 

and uneven skin tones caused by brown 

and red spots (such as rosacea, spider veins 

and age spots).

We’re proud to offer elōs™, the first and only 

technology that uses combined energies to 

effectively and gently restore and rejuvenate 

the appearance of your skin.

Effectively 
Restore
Youthful, Healthy
Looking Skin
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